
Appendix G 
 
Archery Review Meeting, January 25, 2014 
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife Headquarters Office, Salem, OR 
 
Attendance: Stakeholders – Jake Jones, Matt Radinovich, Randy Haflich, Jim Akenson, Don 
Backman, George Johnson, Ken Holliday, Matt Blaschka, Rich Thompson, Mike Striegel, Craig 
Starr, Fred Walasavage, Tony Hilsendager. 
 
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) – Sarah Reif, Mark Kirsch, Carol Turner, Don 
Whittaker, Tom Thornton, Marianne Brooks, Tom Collom, Mark Vargas, Mike Hansen 
 
Oregon State Police (OSP) – Lt. David Andersen, Sr. Trooper Jim Collom 
 
Welcome and brief overview by Ron Anglin and Mark Kirsch 
Ron Anglin - Goal: 
Work collaboratively to review archery bag limits and season structure for deer & elk. 
 
Desired outcomes: 

1. Agreement & support for potential management options.  
2. A set of recommendations to advance to ODFW administration & Commission. 

 
Some things that this committee will not be looking at: 

• No discussion on technology 
• No choose your weapon concept 
• No mandatory Bow Hunter Education  
• No statewide controlled bow hunting 

 
Sarah Reif - What happens with recommendations from group? 
Ron – It is ODFW’s intention to work collaboratively with stakeholders to identify potential 
management options.  If the ARPAC collaboratively arrives at a set of recommendations, ODFW 
will make sure those are available for the public’s consideration at the Wildlife District public 
meetings held in May around the state.  Ultimately, ODFW may alter or drop some of this 
Committee’s recommendations as it prepares the 2015 hunt recommendations for the October 
Commission meeting.  If they do so, it will be because of other biological/management 
considerations.  However, the full set of recommendations and reports from this Committee will 
be made available for the Commission to review during the 2015 hunt recommendation 
process.  The Commission looks at support and dissent when making decisions; 
recommendations that have support and agreement from this Committee will carry significance. 

Mark Kirsch - Timeline 
ARPAC committee will meet three times: (today), February 15th, and March 8th.  This spring 
ODFW will be working to develop its 2015 hunt recommendations for the Commission. 
 
Sarah - Process 



Ground Rules – discussed and agreed to by the stakeholders 
• Designated stakeholders are the only voting members 
• Minutes are distributed in a timely manner (including presentations) 
• Come prepared for meetings, do your homework 
• Consistent participation is key 
• Listen actively, Be open minded, Respect each other 
• There is no penalty for any comments or questions made in a problem-solving spirit 
• Try to speak from your interests, not your positions 
• Respect facilitator role 
• Keep side conversations to a minimum 

 
How are we going to make decisions together? (Handout, decision dilemmas summary 
chart)  The group agreed that the method of decision making depends on the situation.  For 
important decisions, the Gradient of Agreement tool will be used.  The Gradient of Agreement is 
a tool for measuring the level of support for a given recommendation.  At important decision 
points, the Committee will decide whether or not they want to invoke the Gradient of 
Agreement. The decision will be clearly worded, and the group will register their level of support 
through a show of fingers, based on this scale: 
   

5 – Endorsement 
4 – Support with reservations 
3 – More discussion needed 
2 – Don’t like but will support 
1 – Serious disagreement (minority report included)  

 
Members agreed that a veto option is not necessary, as long as those that seriously disagree are 
not obligated to support the Committee’s recommendation.  A minority report will be developed 
by those who seriously disagree, and that will be advanced to the Commission alongside the 
Committee’s recommendation. 
 
Technical Reports (presentations available) 

• Tom Thornton – Statewide seasons for past 50 years 
• Don Whittaker – Statewide sales trends, hunter numbers, hunter success 
• Mike Hansen – Northeast Region   
• Marianne Brooks – Northwest Region 
• Mark Vargas – Southwest Region 
• Tom Collom – High Desert Region 

 
Identify and Prioritize Issues 
Mark – Department topics looking for ideas to address: 

1. Antlerless elk harvest/opportunity general archery (currently all or nothing) 
2. Tying deer & elk tags together  

a. Replacement opportunity with last deer hunt (brought up by committee 
member) 



3. “Portability” of controlled tag to general season (Should a controlled hunt tag also be 
valid for the general season?) 

 
Committee Members Identified issues: 

1. Concern with crowding in some units 
2. False application issues (residency issues) moved to parking lot 
3. Nonresident hunt camp displacement of resident hunters moved to parking lot 
4. Predatory management to help deer and elk populations (more hunting opportunity) 

or  (downgrade tag – use deer tag to fill with killing a cougar) moved to parking lot 
5. Elk/deer winter range conflicts – during archery season. 
6. Elk displacement from public land to private land due to hunting pressure 
7. Antler restrictions/bag limits 

 
Prioritize issues: 

• Tier 1 issues 
o Antlerless elk harvest/opportunity general archery (currently all or nothing) 
o Tying deer & elk tags together  
o Portability of controlled hunt tags to general seasons 

 
• Tier 2 Issues: 

o Elk/deer winter range conflicts- during archery season. 
o Elk displacement from public land to private land due to hunt pressure 
o Antler restrictions/bag limits 
o Crowding in some units 

 
Parking Lot 

1. Acknowledgement of other factors influencing deer/elk populations  
a. Poaching  
b. Predation 
c. Hunt duration 
d. Habitat 

2. False application issues (residency issues) – OSP 
3. Nonresident hunt camp displacement of resident hunters – OSP 
4. Predatory management to help deer and elk populations (more hunting opportunity) or  

(downgrade tag – use deer tag to fill with killing a cougar) 
 
 
Data (from ODFW) requests from committee members: 

• Send powerpoint presentations from this meeting to stakeholders for their continued 
review 

• Northwest region – account for all antlerless harvest per unit basis (units from 
presentations today by staff). Also Sumpter, and Desolation Units (prefer 10 year time 
frame) 



• Provide antlerless harvest statistics for Sumpter, Desolation Units (LOP, tag revalidation 
harvest, etc.) 

• More specific white-tailed deer numbers (Wenaha Unit) 
• Number of bow hunter in Silvies, Malheur River, Northside, Murderers Creek (resident 

and nonresident brake down) for a period of time, such as when changes were made 
restricting antlerless harvest in other units. Tom – statistics are new with the increase in 
mandatory reporting but ODFW will see what they can do.   

• Learn more about ODFW thoughts on first tier items (before next meeting) – Mark will 
generate a white paper 

• List of units that have tied elk and deer tags and the harvest data – including MDI units 
• Recent South Central study data (non-hunting mortality) 
• Cow/calf ratio, recruitment rate for the units that were presented today 
• Data for Cougar Target Areas  

 
Public testimony 
Larry McFarland – hunts Desolation Unit.  Cougars coming within 8 feet, and come into camp at 
night.  He was told by other hunters that the state has hired someone to kill 9 cougars in the 
Desolation.  Then found out today you don’t take out any cougars, is that true – Mark, yes.  Next 
door in the Ukiah just finished a cougar target area.  Out of 60 does, saw 5 fawns.  What took out 
all those fawns?  Think we have a cat problem, really bad.   
 
Steve Wegner – hunts Desolation and Sumpter Units for elk.  Concern started in 2011 when bag 
limit went to antlerless only.  He talked to the local DB who said trying to bring up population.  
Moved to other units but was really crowded.  Even though can only hunt for bull experience is 
better.  Even though not meeting MO there are still quite a few antlerless hunts and muzzleloader 
hunts.  Feel there is a perception there is not a fair play when it comes to antlerless harvest.  
Seems like taking away archery tags and not rifle.  He wants archery antlerless elk opportunity 
back.  Any animal I can harvest is trophy to me.  Equity issue needs to be discussed here.  Not 
numbers but opportunity.  When you reduce archery right of the bat it’s not fair.  Give all legal 
hunting means an opportunity for antlerless hunting.  
 
Wayne Endicott – 35 year bow hunter. This is all coming from social pressure not biology.  
Three reviews in a short period of time give us the idea that archery is broken in this state. A 
hand out presented to group with three key elements. 

1. Tag number equity 
2. Time equity in the field 
3. Freedoms to hunt multiple hunt units 

 
Other public members that did not testify: Scott Wilson, Rocky Maley, Tim Barbouletos, Jeanne 
Barbouletos.  
 
 
 



Archery Review Committee Meeting February 15, 2014 

Welcome and Introductions – Mark Kirsch  
 
Brief Refresher on Last Meeting’s Outcomes – Sarah Reif 

 
• Additional items for parking lot  

1. Bow hunting ethics from a result of crossover (new) hunters.  
2. More complete break with PDP 

• Review Tier 1 & 2 issues identified last meeting.  
• Review ground rules 

 
Presentations from staff: 
Mark Vargas – SW 
Marianne Brooks – NW – Committee requested additional years antlerless harvest stats 
for NW.  Marianne will compile and send to Mark and Carol for distribution. 
Mike Hansen – NE  
Tom Collom – High Desert  
Tom Thornton – Cougar info 
 
Presentation: History and Background of the Tier 1 Issues – Mark Kirsch 
 
Currently, because the criteria for determining units where antlerless elk harvest is 
allowed for archery hunters and hunters with disabilities permits is the same, it has the 
effect of a light switch, all on or all off.  The Department is looking for suggestions on 
how to add archery opportunity in a ‘metered” fashion, without it being all or nothing.  
 
ODFW’s proposal would provide management flexibility to control either sex (or 
antlerless) archery hunting and could be applied to any unit where population has fallen 
below MO.  Mark used for an example 2014 Heppner & Ukiah where the Department is 
offering a controlled hunt for antlerless elk because the populations are increasing even 
though they are below MO and the level that would be necessary to provide a general 
season antlerless opportunity.  Before the discussions are through we need to talk 
about how to handle units that are in general season now. 
  
Considerations identified were:  

• Where does this apply? When? 
• How to break tie to PDP 
• Impact on crowding 
• Impact on animal displacement 
• Keep portability (will discuss later, different proposal) 
• Incentives 
• When does controlled go back to general 
• Will control hunts be subscribed? 

 
 
 
 



Committee discussion topics included: 
• The desire to break tie to PDP 
• How broadly to implement a new method for determining where antlerless 

opportunity would be offered 
• The need to provide bios with more management tools 
• The Hunters birth year (odd/even) determines when they have antlerless in their 

bag limit 
• Limit either sex bag during the season (i.e. full time bull but half the season either 

sex) in units where switch is already off. Could be unit or zone based. 
• Do you use this only when you have a problem or all the time, statewide? 

 
What is the group trying to address, Goals: 

• Reach MOs for elk populations 
• Enhanced opportunity for archers 
• Management tool to control antlerless elk hunt – get away from light switch  
• Would apply to any unit where necessary 

 
Committee Selected Alternative for determining when to offer controlled 
antlerless elk opportunity to archers (general bull seasons still apply).  The 
Committee approved this criteria in concept but final approval is withheld 
until ODFW identifies triggers/thresholds.   

• When population is increasing and at  XX% of MO, and calf ratios are > XX/100, 
antlerless tags may be offered or increased   

• Antlerless tags would be decreased or eliminated when population is below XX% 
of MO and calf ratio is below < XX/100  

• Threshold as to when to shift back to antlerless elk in the general season bag 
limit would be when the population is increasing and reaches XX% of MO, and 
calf ratios are > XX/100, 

 
Vote (gradient of agreement) to accept proposal, Mark and Tom will provide details on 
criteria prior to March 8 meeting):  

5 – Endorsement – 11 votes 
4 – Support with reservations – 4 votes 
3 – More discussion needed – 0 votes 
2 – Don’t like but will support – 0 votes 
1 – Serious disagreement (minority report) – 0 votes  

 
Three alternate Proposals were identified, discussed very briefly, but not 
moved forward or voted on: 

• Zone management 
• Allow a hunter to have an antlerless animal in their bag limit during odd or 

even years depending on the hunter’s year of birth. 
• Limit either sex bag during the season (i.e. for the full season bulls are 

allowed but antlerless harvest is restricted to half the season.  
 



 
Issue 2 – Tied Tags: (a controlled hunt tag for one species is required to hunt the other 
species; for example, a controlled elk tag is required to hunt deer in a unit) 
 
Mark gave background of tied tags.  OSP (Lt Anderson) discussed enforcement issues 
in the premier trophy units, including investigating 25 illegally taken animals. The tags 
being tied together help with enforcement. LT Anderson will get the data as to what time 
in the season the 25 animals were taken and provide information to the Committee. 
 
Options identified to potentially replace “Tied Tags” were:   

• Controlled hunts with high or unlimited tag numbers 
• Sign in and out of the unit 
• Limit deer hunt to first part of the general season.(9 days/two weeks/16 days?) 

 
Public Testimony 
 
Royal Johnson – rifle hunter.  All hunters are involved in concern for herds no matter 
what weapon you use.  Rifle hunters have already lost a lot of opportunity.  Have to 
draw to hunt east side.  Why doesn’t everyone have to draw for east side?  Archers can 
go all over the state. Enforcement is better in controlled hunt.  PDP would have to draw 
too. We don’t know how many people hunt in each unit.   
 
Data needs for March 8 meeting: 
 
Antlerless harvest for NW region for years other than 2012 
 
Criteria/thresholds for determining when to offer controlled antlerless elk opportunity to 
archers 
 



Archery Review Committee Meeting, March 8, 214 
 
 Controlled Hunt Criteria 
 

Mark presented criteria to move archery hunts from a male-only bag limit to an either-sex bag 
limit for both deer and elk (document titled ‘General Either Sex Archery Criteria’).  The 
committee discussed these criteria at length. 
 
Highlights of discussion: 
 
ODFW: 
- There are Management Units, particularly in western Oregon, that are not surveyed aerially 

every year.  Biologists have asked for at least 2 years of surveys in the last 3 years to verify 
population and calf ratio estimates and trends.  Having a population ≥ 110% of MO is not 
needed for three consecutive years. But seeing it rise each year, and having at least two data 
points is needed. 

-  There are reasons biologists may recommend an either-sex bag limit sooner than these 
criteria indicate (e.g., damage complaints), but we need to leave that flexibility for the 
biologists.  

- Recap from Tom on tags tied together for PDP and either sex bag limit for committee 
members that had not yet been to prior meetings.  

- Mark will add the 2 years of surveys criteria to the deer portion of the document as it is in the 
elk portion.  

- It is difficult to provide hard criteria (such as XX% of MO) for the implementation of a 
controlled hunt.  Factors considered when developing a controlled hunt proposal include 
population trajectory, recruitment of young, relation to MO, percent of biological surplus left 
over for population increase, biological significance of likely harvest, etc… It’s more of an 
issue when we move to general season; these criteria outline when this change becomes 
mandatory.  Biologists have the ability to go to general archery hunts sooner than the 
mandate, as archery hunters are not usually the hunters that have the most impact on 
antlerless take. 

 
Q: Why was deer added to document when committee has been discussing only antlerless elk 
harvest?  A: It made sense to have criteria in place for deer so that something is in place for 
biologists to use.   
 
Q: Is 110% too high? A: It allows for a 10% buffer for the biologist to not have a frequent 
change and prevent the yoyo effect.  
 
Consider a range for percentage of MO and calf/cow ratio (20 – 30) – may be more accepted 
by bow hunters rather than a firm number.   
 

 Top items to address: 
 

110% - some committee members don’t like the hard and fast number (too conservative of a 
number), although a member acknowledged a number is what was asked for at the last 
meeting. Several members want to not get wrapped up in “A” number and give biologists tools 
needed to manage the resource.  



 
Distribution - Tom clarification – there could be general season either sex opportunity but not 
necessarily for the entire unit, such as not on NF or private land. This would be applied to 
populations going up or down. Mark will add language to the effect of “opportunity may not 
include the entire Wildlife Management Unit”.  

 
Gradient of Agreement Vote (from 5 to 1) to tentatively support the General Either-Sex Archery 
Criteria with the suggested amendments (highlighted in yellow): 
5 – Endorsement – 7 votes 
4 – Support with reservations – 7 votes 
3 – More discussion needed – 1 votes 
2 – Don’t like but will support – 0 votes 
1 – Serious disagreement (minority report) – 2 votes (Oregon Hunters Association) 
 
Those who voted a “1” need to write up a minority report prior to next meeting, which will be 
shared with the committee as well as the Commission. 
 
OHA explained their rationale for voting a ‘1’.  They asked to see something on paper showing 
what factors biologist use when going to a controlled hunt. OHA generally does not support 
antlerless hunting when a population is below MO. Mark agreed to put something together for 
the group as to when hunts will go to controlled season, and OHA will continue this discussion 
prior to turning in a minority report. 
 
From committee member that voted for 3 – Why can’t we use ranges (example 95-105%) 
instead of a single threshold (110%)? 
 
Tom – the biologists have flexibility to move a hunt to general season before hitting the 110%.  
If we had a range, such as 95-110%, hunters could ask why we weren’t making the switch 
when we hit that lowest end of the range.   
 
After discussion, one member who originally voted as a three switched to a four.  
 
Mark will update the criteria document and the group will take another vote at the next 
meeting. 
 
A committee member wants to revisit this in 5 years to evaluate how ODFW implemented the 
committee’s recommendations. Sarah – we will put time on the final meeting’s agenda to 
discuss this. 

 
Tied Elk and Deer Tags: 

 
Mark reviewed the tied tags issue, which is also outlined in the ‘ODFW Archery Issues 
Backgrounder’ document sent out prior to last meeting.  This is referring to those units where 
the general deer opportunity is granted only when the hunter as an unfilled, valid controlled elk 
tag for the same unit.  This has caused concern in the three premier elk units (Mt Emily, 
Wenaha, Walla Walla) where loss of archery deer hunting opportunity was an unintended 
consequence.  The group acknowledged the benefits to enforcement, and Lt David Anderson 
relayed statistics indicating a reduction in elk poaching cases. 
 



OSP (Lt. Anderson): An error was found in data provided at the last meeting, the number 
should have been 18 illegally harvest elk in the three units over a 5 year period prior to the tied 
tag.  Data from 2008 – 2012.  There were twenty six illegally taken elk over same time period 
during rifle seasons.  No illegal archery harvest has been detected since the tied tags went into 
effect. 

 
4 (22%) were seized during first 2 weeks of season, 5 (28%) second half of season and 9 
(50%) were seized after season ended.  However, this does not indicate when the violations 
occurred because they may not have been discovered and seized until long after the violation 
occurred.   

 
Lt. Anderson – OSP role is to do enforcement, not to make management decisions.  We have 
many factors in determining tags/harvest: legal & illegal harvest and predation (wolves will be a 
factor in years to come).  

 
To address the tied tag issue (Mt Emily, Wenaha, Walla Walla ONLY), the group identified a list of 
management options and evaluated their merits.   

 
Option discussed: 
A. No change   
B. Sever the tie 
C. Controlled hunts with high or unlimited tag numbers 
D. Sign in and out of unit (Idea was dropped – not feasible) 
E. Limit deer hunting for the first part of general season (9 day, 14 day, or 16 day?) 
F. Establish late season controlled deer hunt for buck mule deer or a white-tailed deer 
G. Controlled for archery deer, if the hunter has a general season elk tag it would become a 

spike only tag statewide (so they could not shoot a big bull and claim from another unit) 
H. Controlled buck deer tag good for 7 days before general archery deer season then 

becomes valid for the statewide general deer season 
I. Units open for deer 7 days prior to general deer season, no change to elk season 
J. Hunt private lands with general season deer tag, controlled elk tag needed to hunt deer on 

public lands 
K.  Sever the tie in select units (Idea dropped, desire to treat all three units the same) 

  
 Criteria to consider when evaluating options above using 2011 (before elk tag was required to 
 archery hunt for deer) as the benchmark: 

Opportunity 
Biological impact 
Enforcement 
Is it a “like” opportunity? 

   
 
 
 
 
 



The group decided to use their Gradient of Agreement decision process to measure the level 
of support for the various options. 
 
GRADIENT SCALE 
5 – Endorsement 
4 – Support with reservations  
3 – More discussion needed 
2 – Don’t like but will support 
1 – Serious disagreement  

(requires minority report)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Options with the most support were 
C, E, H, and J, each with 9 votes of 
good support.  An additional vote 
was taken on the four remaining 
options, and C and E remained. 

 
 
 
 
Two new options were identified by modifying options already voted on. 

E2 - Controlled deer hunt for the first 9 days of the season.  Tag levels would be set based on 
the hunting history of that unit.   

           Hybrid - Controlled deer hunt: first 9 days of the season includes public lands, the full 30 
 days of the season on private lands.  The deer tag would not be tied to the elk tag 
 
Gradient of agreement – second vote on top 4 options  

Option 
 5 4 3 2 1 

C 1 0 3 8 2 
E 2 5 2 4 3 
E2 9 1 1 3 1 

Hybrid 3 5 1 5 1 
 
Option E2  had the most support from the committee, and the group supported a 9 day hunt as 
opposed to 16 day.  (Note from Mark: in reality in most years, the number of days will probably 
be 1- since the Labor Day weekend occurs on the second weekend of the archery season and 
we would not eliminate the Monday holiday in that circumstance).  The committee agreed to 
move this recommendation forward to the Commission.  Oregon Bow Hunters (OBH) 
developed a minority report explaining the reasons they do not support this option (attached).  
 

 GRADIENT OF AGREEMENT 
Option # 5 4 3 2 1 

A 1 2 6 3 3 
B 0 2 2 9 4 
C 3 6 5 2 0 
D -- -- -- -- -- 
E 3 6 4 2 0 
F 3 3 3 3 5 
G 1 1 1 8 5 
H 2 7 3 3 1 
I 3 1 3 5 4 
J 3 6 2 4 2 
K -- -- -- -- -- 



Add to parking lot – sever the tie in select units other than the premier 
 
Public Testimony 
Dave Verstage – congratulations OSP and biologists for doing a great job.  He has found that he is 
getting into more elk on his hunts than he has in a long time.  A lot of out of state bow hunting 
associations coming into Oregon, so if we can get away from general seasons that would be good.  
 
The next meeting will be March 22nd in the Commission Room.  Remaining issues to be discussed 
are as follows: 

• Portability of tags when it causes displacement of elk (Tier 1 Issue) – Mark identified some 
data needs and will get that out to the group before the next meeting.  

• Elk displacement from public to private land, winter range conflicts (if not addressed by 
portability discussion) 

• Antler restrictions/bag limits 
• Crowding (if not addressed by portability discussion) 

 
Mark – portability issue will be one of the tougher issues the group discusses.  Portability has 
contributing effect on crowding issues around the state.  Have thoughtful discussions regarding this at 
the next meeting.  Some controlled hunts may not be suitable for general season as well.  Some 
hunts it is good to be available as a general season.  Mark will put together a background paper and 
get out to committee prior to next meeting.  
 



Archery Review Committee Meeting, March 22, 2014 
 
Tag Portability Issue: 
 
Mark reviewed the backgrounder document titled ‘Tag Portability as it Relates to 
Archery Hunting in Oregon: 2013-14 ARPAC.doc’.  Tag portability is when a hunter 
draws a tag for a controlled hunt and that tag is also good in other units for the general 
season.  Mark highlighted the relationship between archery tag portability and the 
issues of animal displacement and hunter crowding.  
 
Committee members questioned the relative contribution of archery hunters to the 
animal displacement phenomenon versus other factors such as seasonal weather, 
habitat degradation, rifle hunters, ATV users, mushroom pickers, hikers, grouse 
hunters, campers, or other forms of recreation on public lands.   
 
One committee member pointed out that archery hunting participation increased 
significantly after rifle hunts went controlled.  The control on rifle hunting played a 
significant role in the rise in archery season participation when hunters could not obtain 
an opportunity in a rifle season and moved to archery hunting as an alternative.   
 
Mark stated that archery hunters are the first major disturbance but acknowledged the 
additional contribution of other factors to animal displacement.  Another Committee 
member informed the group that he sees a huge influx of elk onto his private ground 
within 5 days of the archery opener.  
 
The group discussed motorized vehicle access on public lands and one member 
proposed implementation of a ‘Green Dot Road Closure System’ during the archery 
season, similar to what is currently used on some public land Travel Management 
Areas. Tom noted that this is the jurisdiction of the federal land management agencies.  
ODFW and its stakeholders have made this request of the USFS and BLM in the past.  
But there are other user groups out there, wood cutters, mushroom pickers etc. ODFW 
doesn’t have the authority to impose access restrictions on federal land. 
 
A Committee member raised the example of the Ochoco Unit which went controlled for 
archery hunts with an either sex bag limit about 7 years ago, saying that animal 
displacement was why it went controlled.  The Chesnimnus and Sled Springs Units 
were also mentioned as examples of units that went controlled to address (in part) 
animal displacement.  But do we know it worked? Why should hunters support going to 
more controlled hunts when we lack sufficient evidence that this method is effective at 
addressing animal displacement? 
 
Mark – Chesnimnus is not the best example to examine the animal displacement 
phenomenon because those elk moved out of the forest, took up residence in the 
mostly privately owned Zumwalt Prairie, and never came back to the public land. 
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Mike Hansen, ODFW Enterprise – Much of the animal displacement that occurs in the 
public forested portion of the Chesnimnus Unit coincides with the season interval 
between the close of archery season and the beginning of the rifle deer season.  Tribal 
hunting pressure is quite high during that time and a large part of the displacement is 
probably associated with that disturbance.  Additionally, a large number of the elk 
residing in the Zumwalt Prairie are part of a permanent resident herd that has 
developed over the last two decades.  These permanent animals do not ever interface 
with public land and would not be affected by regulation changes where they have 
never been. 
 
Mark – if we are going to lock a hunter into a unit (eliminating portability for that tag) we 
still need to make that tag desirable and marketable.  Need to have discussion on this. 
We don’t want to see loss of opportunity, and the general season is still an option for 
someone who didn’t draw the controlled hunt.  If we want general archery hunting in 
years to come, we need to address some smaller items to keep that opportunity 
available.  It is correct that we do not know if limiting portability will solve the issue of 
animal displacement because we have not tried it yet or measured the outcomes.  
Ochoco is already set up to manage hunter densities and monitor animal displacement.  
This can serve to inform us on the merit of hunter management to affect animal 
distribution.   
 
Committee members viewed the limits on tag portability as a loss of archery hunting 
opportunity and stated that they were not going to come to agreement on this issue.   
 
OBH stated they will never get behind loss of general season for controlled hunt.   
  
OHA stated that they can get behind biological needs, but felt there was no science or 
data to back this up that it is an issue with archery hunters.  
  
Mark: The amount of hunter effort spent in some units is having an effect on animals on 
public land.  Displacement is a biological concern when animals move to winter range 
prematurely.  We will have to address this issue at some point. 
 
TAO: lack of portability will end up being your only archery opportunity.  Maybe ODFW 
should define what they consider to be a trophy hunt.  We did our part to help OSP for 
trophy elk hunts and should do the same for deer.  ODFW needs to make sure hunters 
are okay with the only opportunity hunt in good units. Example: MDI units were initially a 
tied tag and only deer opportunity until archers raised the question about – WHY?  If 
ODFW wants to limit tag portability of archery hunters to specific hunts then it needs to 
answer the question – Why would I want to hunt anywhere else? 
 
Tom: restricted units where the tags are not valid during the general season are the 
areas that some people consider the good hunts.  We hear from hunters that support 
the idea of limiting hunters to the controlled hunts they draw because that can reduce 
the number of people applying for controlled hunt and reduced number of hunters.  If for 
biological reasons ODFW needs to put units into controlled hunts, there is a potential for 
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ODFW to do so. If you limit hunters to hunting in the controlled hunt they draw it also 
reduces the total numbers of hunters in general season areas.  
 
Tom clarified that ODFW did not come to the table with a specific proposal for how to 
address tag portability; the goal was to raise the issue for the Committee and see if a 
collaborative strategy could be identified. 
    
Land owner rep:  down the road portability will become a big issue.  
 
Hunter at large: some hunts very undersubscribed, wouldn’t have a good outcome if you 
develop controlled hunts and people are not applying as first choice but drawing on 
second choice.  
 
Mark: stand-alone opportunity needs to be attractive enough to have folks be okay with 
losing portability.  We would discuss what kind of opportunity constitutes an appropriate 
loss of portability for a controlled hunt to have them attractive. 
 
One committee member stated they would give up opportunity for a great experience.  If 
you give up opportunity, you need good management by ODFW to have a good 
experience.  It would also somewhat force people to choose your weapon. 
 
One committee member was willing to start on smaller scale and use it as a model. 
Come back in a few years and see how it worked. Opportunity vs experience youth 
example it’s hard to get them the experience.  
 
OBH stated they are not in a position to support a lot of controlled hunts. But there could 
be some benefits to keep in mind – control out of state hunters, limit the possibility of 
cross over hunters, depending on the number of restricted tags.  Some units we could 
either agree could remain either sex – SE Oregon units, Columbia Basin.  Other 
possibility of controlling antlerless hunting but not bull hunting.  Keep in mind 
unintended consequences – may solve a problem in some areas but create problems in 
other areas.  
 
One committee member heard that western Oregon rifle is going controlled. When that 
happened on the east side the archer numbers drastically increased.  Tom clarified, this 
is only a rumor.  ODFW is not going to controlled hunts for rifle in western Oregon at 
this time, and has no plans to in the immediate future. 
 
The group did not feel they would be able to develop a recommendation restricting tag 
portability they could all support.   
 
ODFW asked the group for a list of considerations for when they might make the 
decision to restrict portability.  NOTE: ARPAC members did not support restricting 
portability for all hunts, and recognized they could “discuss it for days” and not 
reach consensus.  The Committee offered ODFW the following for consideration 
when deciding whether or not to propose to restrict portability:  
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1. Quality hunts(definition varies) may include  
a. 30 day hunt 
b. Preference points high (indication that it is a desirable hunt) 
c. “Trophy” hunt  

2. Look at areas where animals are on private land and need to try to push back 
onto public land 

3. Zone concept (could result in restricting out of state hunters) 
4. Revolving units by weapon type 
5. Is crowding reduced 
6. Fire danger – what are hunters options if they cannot hunt in the controlled 

hunt area? 
7. Clear definition of what a trophy unit is and list out management actions that 

back that up, maintain it. (predator control, habitat) 
8. Be very specific as to what conditions are these used to eliminate portability. 
9. Stick with biological basis and not social.  
10. Sufficient research and data be collected that address the problem and any 

solutions provide tangible benefits that reflect a larger scale and indirect effect 
must also be evaluated and mitigated as appropriate.  

11. Need science to back up this need.  Need research before the change.  The 
research should include biological and social aspects.  If you try something it 
should not be in an area such as Starkey Experimental Forest – broader 
scale.  

12. Bow hunters need to get something out of this. Look at what you are doing, 
line out what you hope to accomplish and how you are going to get there.  
Have a way to measure positive and negative impact and report it publicly.  

 
 
Final approval of General Either-Sex Archery Criteria document and discussion of 
the ODFW Controlled Hunt Tag Considerations document: 
 
The group recommended a clarification to the language so that black-tailed deer are not 
considered part of the criteria. 
 
The group discussed the 110% threshold for elk, with some organizations stating it was 
too high. OBH and OHA stated they could not support a recommendation that would 
preclude controlled hunts from ever reverting back to a general season.  ODFW 
biologists prefer the buffer between criteria (110% vs. 100%) because of variability in 
trend data.  For small populations, it makes sense to maintain this spread.  But for 
larger populations that spread may not be needed. 
 
Tom – The concern for biologists is particularly for units with fairly low MOs,  options to 
consider could include that in units that have an elk MO of 2000 or less the criteria does 
not apply and large units have 105%, or make small units at 110% and large units are 
105%.  
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The group used their gradient of agreement scale to support the document 
subject to the following changes: 1) clarify that the criteria do not apply to black 
tailed deer and move that paragraph below mule deer, and 2) for units with an elk 
population MO of 2000 or greater, the criteria to move from a male only to an 
either sex bag-limit for general archery season is when the population is 105% of 
the MO and rising.  For units with smaller elk populations (less than 2000 MO) the 
criteria will remain 110%.    
 
Vote to accept document (5 = most support, 1 = disagreement): 
5 – 7 votes 
4- 4 votes 
3 – 1 vote 
2 – 2 votes 
1- 0 votes 
 
Include the document describing the ODFW thought process on establishing controlled 
hunts for either sex archery hunt to the criteria document (as an attachment). 
 
Check in on remaining Tier 2 issues:  
  
The group did not believe they had the time to address additional Tier 2 or Parking Lot 
issues to develop further recommendations.  However, an additional proposal was 
brought forward by a small group of Committee members, as follows: 
 
PBS recommended – Late bow hunts deer: Wenaha unit Oct. 18 – 26 white-tailed deer 
100 tags or Nov 22- 30 +/- 50 tags, Mt Emily Nov 15 -26 +/- 20 tags either white-tailed 
or mule deer, sled springs (union county) Nov. window. These are the hunts that the 
District Biologists thought would work where there are some surplus animals.  
Discussion: 
- Chesnimnus, Sled Springs, Ochoco – ODFW did the same thing in these units as they 
did in the premier units. That lost opportunity has never been addressed. Would also 
apply to the MDI units?  Steens and Warner – is there a necessity to tie the tags? 
  
Tom – ODFW will be reviewing its management approach in the MDI units.   
 
TAO – Presented a written proposal for the group’s consideration so as to provide 
additional archery opportunity as they gave up opportunity in the 3 premier units.  These 
additional tags (hunts) would also be good during general season not an only 
opportunity.  This written proposal is attached to these meeting notes, which include the 
‘3 bullets’ listed below: 
 

• As another offset to opportunity in the premier trophy elk units, ODFW should allow a 
controlled late white-tailed deer opportunity in the Wenaha Unit.  N.E. Oregon Wildlife 
Managers are in agreement that there is a surplus of whitetail deer in this unit, it has 
calendar openings available in the October-November time period and access to the unit 
would all support a quality whitetail deer hunt for archers.  (Ref pg. 2) 
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• ODFW should severe the tied tag status for Sled Springs, Chesnimnus and Ochoco and 
return these units to a general deer season to allow local hunters in N.E. Oregon and 
Central Oregon the opportunity to hunt evenings or weekends when they cannot get away 
for longer periods. 

• The Mule Deer Initiative, originally slated as a 3 year study, affecting bowhunting in five 
additional units, is now going into year four.  ODFW should remove the controlled hunt 
status and return all units to general season for deer and elk, unless there is biological 
data which indicates this would not be prudent.  (Ref pg. 3) 

Tom – Specific unit-level hunt setting is not the scope of ARPACs work; the normal 
process is we would be getting hunt sheets from the DBs and discussing at our tag 
setting meeting in mid-April.   
 
Committee members clarified that these were not specific recommendations for ODFW 
to commit to, but rather a set of recommendations for ODFW to consider.  
 
The group had some discussion of whether to have ODFW consider these 
recommendations for the 2015 or 2016 hunt regulation setting process, and how to 
have ODFW respond to these recommendations.  One committee member pointed out 
that there is already a monitoring process with the public meetings and the commission 
meeting. 
 
OHA – Since there is little time between now and the May meeting schedules, ODFW 
should have the wildlife districts evaluate potential archery hunt possibilities by 
November 2014 to allow enough time for adequate review before hunt proposals would 
be generated.  If the current cycle is too compressed to develop hunt proposals in the 
next month, there may be a better opportunity to develop these proposals for the 2015-
16 process so a complete review can occur. 
 
The group used their gradients of agreement for the following recommendation: 
 
ARPAC recommends ODFW consider the 3 bullets with the specific hunts as 
examples, as part of their 2015 hunt regulations.  Outcomes of ODFWs 
deliberations will surface via public meetings in April 2014 and the Commission 
hunt regulation meeting in October 2014*.  
Vote  (5= most support, 1 = disagreement) 
5 – 7 votes 
4 – 4 votes 
3 – 1 vote 
2 – 1 vote 
1 – 0 votes 
 
*While not explicitly included in the formal vote, some ARPAC members were also 
recommending that the ODFW District Bios evaluate additional archery hunting 
opportunity by November 2014, thus allowing more time to fully evaluate potential 
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options.  Those members were under the impression this recommendation was part of 
the formal vote.  Because of this confusion in the process, this recommendation should 
carry forward as a footnote to the formal vote, not as something that was officially voted 
on by the whole group, but given consideration as a recommendation voiced by some 
members. 

The following items were added to the Parking Lot 
- - ODFW give consideration to a few controlled archery pronghorn tags in additional 
units.  
- More accurate assessment of white-tailed deer resource, particularly in NE Oregon. 
- Explore private lands hunting opportunity 
- ODFW consider allowing people who apply for a preference point as their 1st choice 
also be allowed to apply for and draw a tag on a subsequent choice. 
 
Next Steps: 
- A report will be generated that summarizes each of the Committee’s recommendations 
and minority reports 
- Failed proposals will also be reported as they provide insight into the group’s 
discussions 
- The report will also include all documents developed during collaboration as well as 
the meeting minutes 
- Public comments will also be included 
- This report will advance through the public meetings in April 2014 as well as the 
Commission meetings in June and October 
- Committee members are encouraged to attend those public meetings  
 
As a final order of business, the group agreed to adopt the following language brought 
forward by Rich Thompson: 
 
ARPAC Statement of Intent 
Any recommendations made by ARPAC are made to deal with specifically identified 
situations existing as of March 2014. 
 
Such recommendations are not to be construed as applying more broadly, extrapolated 
or otherwise used as a precedent to be extended to any situation or circumstance other 
than those specific units, hunts or situations being specifically addressed by ARPAC. 
 
Any more general application of any ARPAC recommendation beyond those situations 
specifically being addressed by ARPAC is done without ARPAC’s approval or support.  
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